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CHAPTER I.
 
Introduction and Key to Atlas
 
The purpose of th.is publication is to make available to
 
interested investigators high spectral resolutipn reflected
 
radiance data for representative agricultural landscapes.
 
These spectral data are accompanied by supporting ground ob­
servations and interpretation details from simultaneously ac­
quired aerial photographs. Thus, this Atlas provides a single
 
reference source for representative spectral reflectance data
 
covering a variety of precisely described agricultural crops,
 
crop conditions and tillage states.
 
The spectral reflectance data represent measured solar
 
radiant energy reflected from the crop surface (acquired at
 
nadir and averaged over an 18 by 18 meter area) throughout
 
the visible and near infrared portion of the electromagnetic
 
spectrum (from 430 to 1000 nanometer wavelength in 410 bands
 
of 1.4 nm width). These data are presented graphically, with
 
each set of plots representing a homogeneous ground surface
 
type.
 
Spectra of agricultural l-andscapes presented in this
 
Atlas were selected from a larger data set. Each set of spec.­
tra describes a specific homogeneous crop, crop conditibn or
 
tillage state. To meet the criterion of homogeneity, roads,
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fence lines, homesteads and other such landscape elements
 
were avoided.
 
Each page of the Atlas presents a set of spectra repre­
senting a single homogeneous agricultural landscape. In prin­
ciple,spectra from different fields can be aggregated to cre­
ate a single Atlas entry for a specific crop, crop condition
 
or tillage state. However, difficulties in aggregating spec­
tra acquired under different observing conditions (e.g., sun
 
.elevation, aircraft attitude) have constrained the agricul­
tural landscapes presented here to parts of fields. In some
 
cases, more than one set of spectra appear in the Atlas for
 
a specific crop state. In these instances, differences are
 
attributable entirely to changes in observing conditions and
 
each spectra-set is equally representative of the agricultural
 
landscape described. In all cases, the measured standard de­
viation within a set of spectra is less than ten percent of
 
the mean value at all wavelengths.
 
The spectral plots constitute the bulk of this Atlas.
 
Appendices provide detailed information to the reader inter­
ested in specific aspects of data acquisition and analysis
 
procedure. Appendix A describes the airborne spectroradio­
meter instrument and associated calibration procedures used
 
in acquiring the data. All data contained in the Atlas were
 
acquired during the 1975 growing season (May and September)
 
from ground sites in Imperial Valley, California. These sites
 
and data acquisition flight parameters are discussed in Ap­
2
 
pendix B. Collection of supporting ground information is the
 
subject of Appendix C. Additional surface condition infor­
mation was derived from photo interpretation of 35 mm color
 
aerial photography collected simultaneously with the spectro­
radiometer data. The method of interpretation and definitions
 
of descriptive terms comprise Appendix D. Appendix E dis­
cusses availability of the spectral data on computer compa­
tible tape and availability of supporting aerial photography.
 
The following description provides a brief key to the
 
sample Atlas page shown in Figure 1. For more details about
 
specific aspects of the data acquisition and analysis proce­
dure the reader is referred to the appropriate appendices.
 
a. The title indicates the crop type and its
 
growth stage as shown in Table 1.
 
b. The field description incorporates ground
 
observations and soils data. Details of how
 
this information was obtained are given in Ap­
pendix C.
 
c. The results of photo interpretation are pre­
sented in the form of a set of keywords as de­
scribed in Table 2. A complete discussion of the
 
photo i-nterpretation keywords is included in Ap­
pendix D.
 
d. This plot is a representative spectrum of the
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®- RIPENING WHEAT
 
® FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO It TERPRETATIO 
36 to 40 inches high. 100% leaf cover, thick 
 inhomogeneous tone, texture is absent 
or fine.
mostly uniform canopy. Heads fuIly emerged nfor.ly ..rp.; furrows run parallel with FL
and green. (Heads Just beginning to yellow
 
slightly.) Soil wet. Imperial, silty clay.
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T4019-4026
 
I FLIGHT DIRECTION 
Figure I. Sample Atlas page 
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TABLE 1. CROP GROWTH STAGE'CHARACTERISTICS 
Crop Growth Stage Characteristics 
Alfalfa Maturing 6 inches to 20 inches high 
Mature 20 inches high and above 
Harvested less than 6 inches high 
Asparagus
 
Bare Soil
 
Barley Ripe
 
Carrots Harvested
 
Cotton 	 Emergent 6 inches high or less
 
Mature blossoms and balls, balls closed
 
Ripening balls opening
 
Melons
 
Sorghum 	 Emergent 8 inches high or less
 
Headed heads present
 
Sugar Beets 	 Emergent 6 inches to 12 inches high
 
Thinned 12 inches high
 
Mature 24 inches to 36 inches high
 
Harvested plant litter in field
 
Wheat 	 Booted established, no heads
 
Headed heads present and green
 
Ripening fully headed, turning yellow
 
Ripe turned yellow
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TABLE 2. PHOTO INTERPRETATION IMAGE CHARACTERISTICS
 
Tone 	 homogeneous
 
inhomogeneous
 
Texture 	 none or absent
 
fine
 
medium
 
coarse
 
differential--range
 
Density 	 bare soil
 
low
 
medium
 
high
 
differential--range
 
Cover 	 bare soil
 
little
 
1/3
 
2/3
 
near total
 
total
 
Crop Status 	 growth stage, unusual patterns or
 
conditions, and ripening description for
 
wheat and barley-fields
 
Furrow Direction 	 parallel or perpendicular to Flight Line
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agricultural landscape being described. The
 
arithmetic average is calculated for the spectra­
set at all wavelengths. The representative spec­
trum is the spectrum within the set which has the
 
minimum RMS (root mean square) difference from
 
the average when summed over all wavelengths.
 
e. This number is the catalog spectrum number
 
of the representative spectrum shown in the plot.
 
f. The spectra acquisition date and time (PDT)
 
are taken from the flight logs and reflect the
 
time at the start of a flight line. No single
 
flight line was longer than five minutes in dura­
tion.
 
g. The sun elevation angle measured from the
 
horizon plane was calculated for the time, date,
 
and location of each set of observations.
 
h. The second plot on each data sheet is a three­
dimensional representation of sequentially ac­
quired spectra which make up the homogeneous unit
 
of crop, crop condition or tillage state. The
 
spectra are plotted one behind the other in the
 
sequence in which they were acquired along the
 
flight line. The horizontal and vertical axes
 
are wavelength and radiance respectively as in
 
the representative spectrum (d). To provide an
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interpretable display, the number of points plot­
ted on the x-axis was reduced by averaging the
 
ra-fdtace values for three wavelength bands or
 
channels at a time.
 
i. The catalog spectrum numbers for the first
 
and last spectra in each set are given for
 
reference.
 
j. The flight direction indicates the order of
 
acquisition for each set of spectra.
 
This Atlas is a product of the research activities of
 
several groups which comprise the Earth Resources Program at
 
the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies.
 
Instrumentation was developed and flown by Dr. William
 
Collins, Columbia Univeristy, Department of Geology. Dr.
 
Hong-Yee Chiu, Goddard Institute for Space Studies assisted
 
in instrument design. Data processing methods were developed
 
by Dr. Stephen G. Ungar, Goddard Institute for Space Studies.
 
Photo interpretation and production support was provided by
 
Columbia Univetsity, Department of Ge&graphy, under the di­
rection of Dr. Jerry C. Coiner. Preliminary data processing
 
was performed at Dartmouth College by William Beck and Nancy
 
Wasserman.
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CHAPTER II.
 
Atlas of Spectra
 
MATURING ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
8 to 12 inches high, 80% leaf cover, moderately homogeneous tone except for slight furrow detec­
thick uniform canopy. Recently cut. 1st year tion; fine texture; high density; total cover;
 
crop. Soil dry. Imperial, light brown silty furrows run parallel with FL.
 
clay (7.5YR 6/4).
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FLIGHT
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MATURING ALFALFA
 
F I E L D D E S C R I P T I 0 N P H 0 T 0 I 4 T E R P R E TA T'I 0 N 
12 inches high, 80% leaf cover, moderately thick 
uniform canopy. 2nd year crop. Soil moist, 
Imperial, silty clay. 
inhomogeneous tone; coarse texture; differential 
densities ranging from high to low occurring in 
alternating rows (harvesting pattern); near total 
cover; furrows run perpendicular to FL. 
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MATURING,ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTIOH PHOTO IHTERPRETATION 
12 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform 
canopy. Purple flowers, I to 3% of alfalfa 
plants. 4th year crop. Soil wet. Imperial, 
silty clay. 
homogeneous tone except furrows are slightly 
detectable; texture is absent or fine; high 
density; total cover; furrows run parallel with 
FL. 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURING ALFALFA
 
F I E L D D E S C R I PTI O N P H OT O IHNT E R'P R E T A T 1 ON 
12 to 14 inches high, 70 to 80% leaf cover, 
moderately thin uniform canopy. 4th year crop. 
Field being flooded, wet to dry with some 
standing water. Imperial, silty clay. 
inhomogeneous tone, striated parallel with FL; 
coarse texture; differential density, low and 
high in alternating rows (harvesting pattern); 
furrows run parallel with FL. 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURING ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
12 to 14 inches high, 95 to 100% leaf cover, homogeneous tone except furrows are detectable;
thick uniform canopy. 3rd year crop. Soil dry. fine texture; high density; near total cover;

Imperial, light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). 
 furrows run parallel with FL.
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MATURING ALFALFA
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATIO0
 
12 to 14 inches high, 95 to 100 leaf cover, homogeneous tone except furrows are detectable;
 
thick uniform canopy. 3rd year crop. Soil wet. fine texture; high density; near total cover;
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 

furrows run parallel with FL.
Imperial, silty clay. 
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DIRECTION
 
MATURING ALFALFA
 
F I E L D E S C A I P T I O'N P H O T 0 N T E R P R E T A T IO N
 
12 to 14 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick homogeneous tone; no texture, high density;

uniform canopy. 2nd year crop. Soil wet. total cover.
 
Imperial. silty clay.
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MATURING ALFALFA
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
FIELD DESCRI PTION 

Inches high, 80 to 100% leaf cover, moderately inhomogeneous tone; texture is differential and
 
thick patchy canopy. 3rd year crop. Soil dry. ranges from fine to medium; density is differ­
entialfranging from medium to high with small
Imperial, light brown silty clay (7.SYR 6/4). 

area re soil along what appears to be a
 
previous field boundary; near total cover;
 
furrows run parallel with the FL.
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MATURING ALFALFA
 
F IELD DESCRIPTION PHOTC I TERPRETATION 
14 to 16 inches high, 90 to 951 leaf cover (2 to 
5% weeds), moderately thick uniform canopy. Soil 
dry. Imperial, lioht brown silty clay (7.SYR 6/4). 
homogeneous tole except furrows are detectable; 
fine texture; high density; total cover; furrows 
run parallel to FL. 
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MATURING ALFALFA
 
FIELD D E S C R I PTI ON PHOTO IN T E R P RE TATI ON
 
15 to 20 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick homogeneous tone except furrows are slightly
 
uniform canopy. 2nd to 3rd year crop. Soil dry. detectable; texture is absent or fine; high
 
Imperial. light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). density; total cover.
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURING ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPAETATION 
16 inches high, 100% leaf cover, uniform canopy. homogeneous tone except furrows are detectable;
 
1 to 3% purple flowers on alfalfa plants. 1st fine texture;, high density; total cover; furrows
 
year crop. Soil dry. Imperial, light brown run parallel with FL.
 
silty clay (7.5YR 6/4).
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DIRECTION 
MATURING ALFALFA
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
FIELD DESCRI PTIO N 

16 to 18 inches high, 100% leaf cover (10 to 20 
white weeds), thick variable canopy. Purple 
flowers, 1 to 3% of alfalfa plants. 1st year 
crop, Soil moist. Imperial, silty clay. 
.025 
homogeneous tone except furrows are detectable; 
fine texture; high density; total cover furrows 
run parallel with FL 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURING ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
16 to 18 inches high, 100% leaf cover (10 to 20% 
white weeds), thick variable canopy. Purple
flowers, 1 to 3% of alfalfa plants. Ist year 
crop. Soil moist. Imperial, silty clay. 
homogeneous tone; medium texture; medium density, 
a few very small scattered areas lighter tone; 
near total cover; furrows run parallel with FL. 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURING ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
16 to 18 inches high (30% weeds 26 to 30 inches 
 homogeneous.tone except furrows are detectable;
high), 10A leaf cover, thick uniform canopy, 
 fine texture; high density; total cover; furrows
 
1st year crop. Soil dry. Imperial, light brown run parallel with FL.
 
silty clay (7.5YR 6/4).
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MATURING ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO 1ITERPRETATION 
18 inches high. 100% leaf cover, thick uniform 
canopy. 1st year crop. Soil moist. Imperial, 
silty clay. 
homogeneous tone except furrows are detectable; 
fine texture; high density; near total cover; 
furrows run parallel with FL. 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURING ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTIO N 
18 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform canopy.i st to 2nd year cro Soil dry. 
Imperial, light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). 
.025 
PHOTO IN TERPRETAT ION 
homogeneous tone, except furrows are detectable;fine texture; high density; total cover; furrows 
run parallel with FL. 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURING ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
18 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform 
canopy. 1st to 2nd year crop. Soil dry. Imperial, 
light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). 
inhomogeneous tone; medium texture; density is 
high with the exception of scattered small sparse 
areas; near total cover; furrows run parallel with 
FL. 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURING ALFALFA
 
FIELD 0ESCRIPTION 
PHOTO INTERPRETATIO 
18 to 20 inches high, 
uniform canopy. Soil 
100% leaf cover, thick 
wet. Imperial, silty clay. 
homogeneous tope; no texture; high density; 
total cover. 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
20 inches high, 1001 leaf cover, thick uniform 
canopy. I to 3% purple flowers on alfalfa 
plants. 2nd year crop. Soil dry. Imperial, 
light brown silty clay (7.SYR 6/4). 
homogeneous tone except furrows are slightly 
detectable; fine texture; high density; total 
cover; furrows run parallel with FL. 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
FIELD DES CRI P TI DI PHOTO IITERPRETAT loll
 
20 inches high, 100% leaf cover, uniform canopy. homog6neous tone except furrows are detectable,
 
1 to 3% purple flowers on alfalfa plants. 2nd fine texture; high density; total cover; furrows
 
year crop. SolI dry. Imperial, light brown run parallel with FL.
 
silty clay (7.5YR 6/4).
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DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRI PTIOH PHOTO INTERPRETATIO 
20 inches high, 1OO% leaf cover, thick uniform 
canopy. 2xd to 3rd year crop. Soil dry.
Imperial, light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). 
homogeneous tone except for slight furrow detection; fine texture; high density; total 
cover; furrows run parallel with FL. 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
IOHPHOTO
FI£L OE CHI  INKTERPRETATION
 
2q Inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform homogeneous tone, except furrows are detectable;
 
canopy. 2nd to 3rd year crop. Soil dry. Imper- fine texture; high density; total cover; furrows
 
tal. light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). run parallel with FL.
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
F I E L 0 D E S C R I P1T 1011 P H OT 0 I T E R P R E T A T I 0 H
 
20 inches high, 100% leaf cover, uniform canopy, homogeneous tone except furrows areslightly

1 to 3% purple flowers on alfalfa plants. 3rd detectable; high density; total cover; furrows
 
year crop. Soil dry. Imperial, light brown run perpendicular to FL.
 
silty clay (7.SYR 6/4).
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DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO IHTERPRETATION 
20 inches high, 100% leaf cover, uniform canopy,
I to 3% purple flowers on alfalfa plants. 3rd 
year crop. Soil dry. Imperial, light brown 
silty clay (7.SYR 6/4). 
homogeneous tone except furrows are 
medium texture; high density; total 
furrows run perpendicular to FL. 
detectable; 
cover; 
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MATURE ALFALFA
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
FIELD DESCRIPTION 

1O0% leaf cover, uniform canopy, homogeneous tone except furrows are detectable;
 
1 to 3% purple flowers on alfalfa plants. 2nd fine texture; high density; total cover; furrows
 
year crop. Soil dry. Imperial, light brown run parallel with FL.
 
silty clay (7.SYR 6/4).
 
20 inches high, 
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MATURE ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTIOH PHOTO INTERPRETATIOH 
20 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform 
canopy. 2nd to 3rd year crop. Soil dry. 
Imperial. light brown silty clay (7.5YR 614). 
homogeneous tone; 
total cover. 
fine texture; high density; 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION" PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
20 to 24 inches high, log% leaf cover, thick 
uniform canopy. Ist year crop. Soil dry. 
Imperial, light brown silty clay (7.SYR 6/4). 
homogeneous tone except furrows are slightly 
detectable; fine texture; high density; total 
cover; furrows run parallel with FL. 
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FLIGHT
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRI PTI OH 
 PHOTO I NTERPRETAT Ih
 
20 to 24 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uni- homogeneous tone except furrows are slightly
form canopy. 2nd year crop. Soil dry. Imperial, 'detectable; fine texture; high density; total
 
light brown silty clay (7.5 YR 6/4). cover; furrows run perpendicular to FL.
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432- 4q4 
FLIGHT
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
20 to 24 inches high, lO1 leaf cover, thick homogeneous tone except furrows are slightly
 
uniform canopy. 2nd year crop. Soil dry. detectable, fine texture; high density; total
 
Imperial, light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). cover; furrows run perpendicular to FL.
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 
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SUN ELEV = 620
 
445- 457 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
'MATURE ALFALFA
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
FIELD DESCRIPTION 

inhoogeneous tone; coarse texture; nonuniform
 
canopy. 1 to 3% purple flowers 

22 inches high, 95% leaf cover, thick uniform 
on alfalfa differential densities ranging from low to high;
 
plants. 2nd year crop. Soil dry. Imperial. 2/3 cover; furrows run perpendicular to FL.
 
light brown silty clay (7.SYR 6/4).
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SUN ELEV = 550 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY1 
459- 49 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
-MATURE. ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRI PTION 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
24 to 30 inches high, 95 to l 
uniform canopy. 2nd year crop.
Imperial, silty clay. 
o leaf cover, thick 
Soil wet, 
homogeneous tone except furrows are slightlydetectable; fine texture; high density; total 
cover: furrovs run perpendicular to,FL. 
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SUN ELEV = 69" 
490- 502
 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTI 0N PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
24 to 30 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick 
uniform canopy. ]st year crop. Soil moist.Imperial, silty clay. 
homogeneous tone except furrows are slightly 
ooeeu oeecptfrosaesihldetectable; fine texture; high density; total 
cover; furrows run parallel with FL. 
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SON ELEY = 610 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
503- 517
 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRI PTION 
24 to 30 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick 
uniform canopy. Ist year crop. Soil moist. 
Imperial, silty clay. 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
homogeneous tone except furrows are detectable; 
fine texture; high density; total cover, 
furrows run parallel with FL. 
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a .015 
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.005 
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900 1000 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
F I E LD D E S C R I P T I O N P H O T O 1 M T E R P R 
E T A T I 0 N 
24 to 30 Inches high, 100% leaf'cover. thick 
uniform canopy. Soil dry. Imperl, light brown 
silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). 
inhomogeneous tone; fine texture; nonuniform differential density ranging from high to medium; 
near total cover; furrows run perpendicular to FL. 
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531- 564
 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
_______ 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
FIELD DESCRIPTION 

24 to 30 Inches high, 100% 
leaf cover, thick homogeneous tone; no texture; high density;
 
uniform canopy. 3rd year crop. Soil wet. 
 total, cover.
 
Imperial, silty clay.
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SUN ELEV = 670
 
565- 596
 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
PHOTO I HTERPRETATIOH
 F IELD DESCR I PT I ON 

24 to 30 inches high, 10O0 leaf cover, thick 	 homogeneous tone; no texture; high density;
 
total cover.

uniform canopy. 3rd year crop. Soil wet. 

Imperial, silty clay.
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597- 631 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURE, ALFALFA
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
30 inches high. 80 to 100% leaf cover, moderately inhomogeneous tone; texture is fine; high density;
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 

near total cover; furrows run parallel with FL.
thick canopy. 2nd year crop. Soil wet. Imperial, 

silty clay.
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SUN ELEV = 710 
632- 647
 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
FIELD DESCRIPTION 

30 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform 	 homogeneous tone except furrows 
are slightly
 
detectable; fine texture, high density; total
 
canopy. Purple flowers, 1 to 3% of alfalfa 
 cover; furrows run parallel with FL.
Soil wet. Imperial, 

silty clay.

plants. 3rd year crop. 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
or POOR QUALITY 
648- 673
 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATIO
 
30 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform homogeneous tone except irrigation furrows are
 
canopy. Purple flowers, 1 to 3% of alfalfa slightly detectable; fine texture; high density;
 
plants. 2nd year crop. Soil dry. Imperial, total cover; irrigation furrows run parallel
 
light brown silty clay (7 SYR 6/4). with FL.
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SUN ELEV = 700 
67- i04 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION P4OTO INTERPRET-ATIOH
 
30 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform homogeneous tone except furrows are slightly
 
canopy. Purple flowers, 1 to 3% of alfalfa detectable; fine texture; high density; total
 
plant. 2nd year crop. Soil dry. Imperial, cover; furrows run parallel with FL.
 
light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4).
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SUN ELEV = 710 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS' 
OF POOR QUALITY 
705- 734 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
pOTO INTERPRETATIONFIELD DESCRIPTION 

homogeneous tone with the exception of the
 30 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick patchy 
 irrigation furrows; medium texture; high density;
 canopy. Purple flowers, 1 to 3% of alfalfa 

plants. 3rd year crop. Soil wet. Imperial, 
 furrows run parallel withlFL.
 
silty clay.
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SUN 70

735- 750 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 
 PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
30 inches high. 100% leaf cover, thick uniform homogeneous tone except furrows are detectable;
 
canopy. Purple flowers, 1 to 3% of alfalfa fine texture; highdensity; total cover; furrows

,plants. 3rd year crop. Soil wet. Imperial. run parallel with FL.
 
silty clay.
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ORIGINS PAGE I 
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751- 778
 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTI ON PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
30 to 34 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick 
uniform canopy. Purple flowers, 1 to 3% of 
alfalfa plants. 2nd year crop. Soil dry. 
Imperial, light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). 
homogeneous tone, except furrows are slightly 
detectable; texture is absent or fine; high 
density; total cove-; furrows run parallel with 
FL. 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
30 to 34 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick homogeneous tone; no texture; high density;
 
uniform canopy. Purple flowers, I to 3% of near total cover; furrows run parallel with FL.
 
alfalfa plants. 2nd year crop. Soil dry.
 
Imperial, light brown silty clay (7.SYR 6/4).
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SUN ELEV = 700 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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812- 848
 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRI PTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
30 to 36 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick 
uniform canopy. 1st year crop. Soil wet. 
Imperial, silty clay. 
honogeneous tone except furrows are detectable; 
fine texture; high density except an area 330 
feet long which is slightly more sparse; near 
total cover; furrows run parallel with the FL. 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRI PTION 
 PHOT0 INTERPRETATIOH
 
30 to 36 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick 
 honogeneous tone except furrows are slightly
uniform canopy. ist year crop. Soil wet. 
 detectable, fine texture; high density;
Imperial, silty clay. total
 cover; furrows run parallel with FL.
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884- 918
 / 
FLIGHT

DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTIOH PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
30 to 36 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick' 
uniform canopy. 3rd year crop. Soil moist, 
Imperial, silty clay. 
homogeneous tone except furrows are very slightly 
detectable; no texture; high density; total 
cover; furrows run perpendicular to FL. 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
30 to 36 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick 
slightly patchy canopy. 3rd year crop. Soil 
dry. Imperial, light brown silty clay (7.SYR 6/4). 
homogeneous tone except for very slight detection 
of furrows; texture s absent or fine; high 
density; total cover; furrows run parallel with FL. 
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DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
30 to 36 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick homogeneous tone; no texture; high density;
 
uniform canopy. 3rd to 4th year crop. Soil dry. total cover.
 
Imperial, liqht brown silty clay (7.SYR 6/4).
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SUN ELEV = 590
 
977- 987
 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
MATURE ALFALFA
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
FIELD DESCRIPTI1N 

36 to 40 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick 
 homogeneous tone; no texture; high density;
 
total cover.
 
uniform canopy. 4th year crop. Soil dry. 

Imperial, light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4).
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° 
SUN ELEV = 5g	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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988-1017 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
HARVESTED ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO 
INTERPRETATION 
to 3 inch 5stubble. 01 leaf cover, thin inhomogeneous tone; striated parallel with FL; 
uniform canopy. Crop freshly cut and lying 
in windrows 4 feet wide 10 feet apart. 4th year 
crop. Soil dry. Imperial. light brown silty 
clay (7.5YR 6/4). 
coarse texture; differential densities ranging 
from high to low in alternating rows (harvesting 
pattern); 2/3 cover; furrows run parallel with FL. 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
HARVESTED ALFALFA
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
FIELD DESCRIPTION 

inhomogeneous tone, striated parallel with FL;
 2 to 3 inch stubble, 501 leaf cover, thin uniform 
 coarse texture; differential density ranging from
 Crop freshly cut and lying in windrows
canopy. 
 low to high in alternating rows (harvesting
4 feet wide 10 feet apart. 4th year crop. Soil 
 furrows run parallel with FL.
pattern); 2/3 cover;
dry. Imperia, light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). 
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p AGEI 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
HARVESTED ALFALFA
 
P H 0 T 0 1 1T E R P R E T A-T 1 0 It
 FIELD DESCRIPTION 

60% leaf cover, 
 inhomogeneous tone; coarse texture; 
density is
 
moderately 2 to 
3 inch 
thinstubble,uniform 
50 
canopy. 
to 
Crop freshly cut lowdifferential(harvestingwithpattern);alternating1/3 cover;rows offurrowshigh andrun
an  lying in windrows 3 feet wide, 6 feet apart. 

parallel to FL.
 
Ist year crop. Soil dry. Imperial, light brown 

silty clay (7.5YR 6/4).
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SUN ELEV = 720
 
/1050-1083 

FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
HARVESTED ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCR I PTI ON PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
4 to 6 inch stubble, 80% leaf cover, thin patchy 
canopy. Windrows of fresh cut material 4 feet 
wide and 30 feet apart. Soil dry. Imperial, 
light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). 
inhomogeneous tone, striated perpendicular to 
FL, coarse texture; alternating rows of medium 
and low density (harvestin9 pattern); 1/3 cover; 
furrows run ,perpendicular to FL. 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
HARVESTED ALFALFA
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
4 to 6 inch stubble, 80% leaf cover, thin uniform inhomogeneous tone; striated parallel with FL;
 
canopy between windrows. Crop freshly cut and coarse texture; high and medium density in alter­
lying in windrows 4 feet wide, 10 feet apart. nating rows (harvesting pattern); near tot
 
Soil dry. Imperial, light brown silty clay cover; furrows run parallel with FL.
 
(7.5YR 6/4).
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1117-1134 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
HARVESTED ALFALFA
 
PH 0 T O" I TE R P R E T A T IO N
F I E L D D E S C R I P TI O N 

4 to 6 inch stubble, 80% leaf cover, thin uniform inhomogeneous tone, striated parallel with FL;
 
canopy between windrows. Crop freshly cut and 
 coarse texture; differential density ranging from
 
lying in windrows 4 feet wide 10 feet apart. 
 high to low in alternating rows (harvesting pat­
tern); near total cover; furrows run parallel with
Soil dry. Imperial, light brown silty clay 

(7.5YR 6/4). 
 FL.
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
HARVESTED ALFALFA
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
FIELO DESCRI PTION 

6 to 8 inch stubble, 70% leaf cover, moderately inhomogeneous tone; coarse texture; differential
 
thin patchy canopy. Windrows of fresh cut densities in alternating rows of high, medium
 
material 4 feet wide, 20 feet apart. 2nd year and low (harvesting pattern), 1/3 cover; furrows
 
crop. Soil dry. Imperial, light brown silty run perpendicular to FL.
 
clay (7.SYR 6/4).
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
ASPARAGUS
 
F I E L D D E S C R I P TI O N P H OT O I-T E R P RET A T I 0 N 
36 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform 
canopy. Soil dry. Imperial, light brown silty 
homogeneous tone, no 
cover. 
texture; high density; total 
clay (7.SYR 6/4). 
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DIRECTION
 
ASPARAGUS
 
FIELD DESCRIPTIO N 
 PHOTO I TERPRETATI1N
 
36 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform honogeneous tone; no texture; high density;

canopy. Soil moist, muddy in furrows. Imperial, total cover.
 
silty clay.
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1211-1241
 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
ASPARAGUS
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
36 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform 
canopy. Soil muddy, standing water in furrows, 
homogeneous tone; 
total cover. 
no texture; high density; 
Imperial, silty clay. 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
ASPARAGUS
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
36 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform 
canopy. Soil mOiSt, muddy in furrows. Imperial, 
silty clay. 
homogeneous tone;
oehigh 
cover. 
no texture; density; total 
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FLIGHT 
DIRECTION 
ASPARAGUS
 
FI ELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
4 feet high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform homogeneous tone; medium texture; high density;
 
canopy with mixed green to green-yellow color- total cover.
 
ation. Soil dr . Imperial, light brown silty

clay (7.5YR 6/4).
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_____ 
ASPARAGUS
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 

PHOTO 
INT E R P R E T ATI 0 N
 
5 feet high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform 
 homogeneous tone; fine texture; high density;

canopy. Soil moist. Imperial, silty clay. 
 total cover.
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1311-1343
 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
BARE SOIL
 
r IELD DESCRI PT ION PHOTO I NTERP RETATI 0N 
furrows 8 inches high spaced 20 inches apart, 
2 inch clods. Smooth surface. Soil wet. 
Imperial, silty clay. 
inhomogeneous tone; medium texture; bare soil; 
tonal patterns caused by differential soil 
moisture. 
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DIRECTION
 
BARE SOIL
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
furrows 12 inches deep spaced 2 feet apart. 1 to homogeneous tone; fine texture; bare soil.
 
3 inch clods of soil. Soil moist in furrows.
 
Imperial, silty clay.
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1367-1409-
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
BARE SOIL
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO 
INTERPRETATION 
furrows 8 inches deep, 3 feet apart, 1 to 6 inch 
clods of soil. Rough surface. Soil dry. Imper-
ial, lioht brown silty clay (7.SYR 6/4). 
homogeneous 
furrows run 
tone; fine texture; bare soil; 
paralleI with FL. 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
BARE SOIL
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
2 to 5 inch clods. Moderately rough surface, homogeneous tone; fine texture; bare soil;
 
Soil dry. Imperial, light brown silty clay 

FIELD DESCRI PTION 

plowing patterns are detectable.
 
(7.5YR 6/4).
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/1442-1455 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
BARE SOIL
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 
4 to 8 inch clods, freshly plowed. Rough sur-
face, Soil dry. Imperial, light brown silty 
clay (7.SYR 6/4). 
PHOTO 
homoqeneous 
INTERPRETATION 
tone; fine texture; bare soil. 
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1456-1486
 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
BARE SOIL
 
FIELD DESCRIPTI10P PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
6 inch clods, freshly plowed. Rough surface, homogeneous tone; medium texture; bare soil;
 
Soil dry. Imperial, light brown silty clay furrows run perpendicular to FL.
 
(7.5YR 6/4).
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SUN ELEV 540
 
/1487-1502 

FLIGHT
 
OIRECTION
 
BARE SOIL
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
6 inch clods, freshly plowed. Rough surface,
Soil dry. Imperial, light brown silty clay 
(7.5YR 6/4). 
homogeneous tone; fine texture; bare soil;
furrows run perpendicular to FL. 
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1503-1512 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
BARE SOIL
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
clods up to 8 inches 2 to 5% of surface. Field homogeneous tone; medium texture; bare soil;
 
freshly disked. Moderately smooth surface. Soil furrows run parallel with FL.
 
dry. Imperial. light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4).
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 
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SUN ELEV =590
 
1513-1529 
 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
BARE SOIL
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
furrows 8 inches deep spaced 20 inches apart. homogeneous tone; medium texture; bare soil;
 
Smooth surface. Soil dry. Imperial, light brown furrows run perpendicular to FL.
 
silty clay (7.5YR 6/4).
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 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
BARE SOIL
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
furrows 8 inches deep spaced 20 inches apart.
Smooth surface, Soil dry on furrow ridges, wet 
in trouehs. Imperial, silty clay. 
homogeneous tone; medium texture; bare soil; 
furrows run'perpendicular to FL. 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
RIPE BARLEY
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
20 inches high. 80% leaf cover, moderately thick inhomogeneous tone; coarse texture; nonuniform
 
uniform canopy. Crop ripe, very yellow (bar- differen'tial densities ranging from high to
 
vested 5/17/75). Soil dry. Imperial, light medium; total cover; entire field is ripe; furrows
 
brown silty clay (7.YR 6/4)_ run perpendicular to FL.
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1553-1567
 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
RIPE BARLEY
 
F I E LD D E S C R I P TI 0 P H O'T 0 1 1 T E R P R E T ATI O0 N 
24 to 36 inches high, 80% leaf cover, moderately 
thick uniform canopy. Crop ripe, very yellow 
(harvested 5/17/75). Soil dry. Imperial, light 
brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). 
inhomogeneous tone; nonuniform coarse texture; 
nonuniform differential densities ranging from 
high to medium; total cover; entire field is ripe; 
furrows run perpendicular to FL. 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
HARVESTED CARROTS
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 

inhomogeneous tone; coarse texture; low density;
 
harvested, 10% refuse on surface, 6 to 8 inch clods little cover; furrows run parallel with FL.
 
of soil. 
 Rough surface. Soil dry. Imperial, 

light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4).
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
EMERGENT COTTON
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATIOH
FIELD DESCRIPTIOH 

I to 3 inch shoots, 1 to 2% leaf cover, thin 	 homogeneous tone; fine texture; low density;
 
little cover; furrows run parallel with FL.
 
uniform canopy. Furrows 8 inches deep spaced 

3 feet apart. I to 6 inch clods of soil.
 
Soil dry. Imperial,
Moderately rough surface. 

light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4).
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SUi ELEV = 670
 
/1640-1673 

FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
EMERGENT COTTON
 
PHOTO IN TERPRETAT I ON
FIELD DESCRI PT ION 

2 to 5 inches, 2 to 5% leaf cover, very thin 
 homogeneous tone; fine texture; bare soil.
 
uniform canopy. Furrows 8 inches deep spaced
 
2 feet apart. 1 to 6 inch clods of soil.
 
moderately smooth surface. Soil dry. Imperial,
 
light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4).
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
EMERGENT COTTON
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
3 inch shoots, 1 to 2% leaf cover, thin uniform homogeneous tone; fine texture; low density;
 
canopy. Crop planted In rows 3 feet apart. Bare little cover; furrows run parallel with FL.
 
soil between rows has clods to 3 inches. Moder­
ately rough surface. Soil moist on furrow ridges,

muddy in troughs. Imperial, silty clay.
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SUN ELEV =58
 
1687-1703 
 /
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
EMERGENT COTTON
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO !NTERPRETATIO 
3 inch shoots. I to 2% leaf cover, thin uniform homogeneous tone; medium texture; bare soil; 
canopy. Crop planted in rows 3 feet apart. Bare 
soil between rows has clods to 3 inches. Moder­
ately rough surface. Soil moist on furrow ridges, 
muddy In troughs. Imperial, silty clay. 
furrows run parallel with FL. 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
_____ 
EMERGENT COTTON
 
FIELD DES CRI PT 10N PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
3 inch shoots, 1 to 2% leaf cover, thin uniform - homogeneous tone; medium texture; bare soil;
 
canopy. Crop planted in rows 3 feet apart. Bare furrows run parallel with FL.
 
soil between rows has clods to 3 inches. Moder­
ately rough surface. Soil dry. Imperial, light
 
brown silty clay (7.SYR 6/4).
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MATURE COTTON
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 
 PHOTO INTERPRETATIOH
 
3 to 4 feet high. 100% leaf cover, thick uniform homogeneous tone except furrows are detectable;
 
.anpy n budstor flowers)•Soil dry. Imperial, 
 coarse texture; high density; total cover; furrows
light brown silty clay (7.SYR 6/4). run parallel with FL.
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DIRECTION
 
MATURE COTTON
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 
 PHOTO I TERPRETATION
 
54 inches high. 100% leaf cover, thick uniform homogeneous tone; medium texture; high density;
 
canopy. Blossoms and closed cotton balls on total cover; furrows run parallel with FL.
 
plants. Soil dry. Imperial, light brown silty

clay (7.5YR 6/4).
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RIPENING- COTTON
 
F I E L D DE S C R I P T I 0N 
 P H O.T O 1 N T E A P R E T A T IO N
 
40 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform homogeneous tone; coarse texture; high density;
canopy. Flowered buds and some opened cotton 
 total cover; furrows run parallel with FL.
 balls (buds and balls 
less than 1% of leaf area).
Soil moist. Imperial, silty clay
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RIPENING COTTON
 
FIELo DESCRIPTION 
 PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
42 inches high, 
lOOt leaf cover, uniform canopy, homogeneous tone; medium texture; high density;
Cotton balls on plants, some balls open (-I% of 
 total cover; furrows run parallel with FL.
leaf area is white balls). Soil very wet.
 
Imperial, silty clay.
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SUN ELEV 570
 
1794-1832
 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
_________ 
MELONS
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
FIELD DESCRIPTIO NI 

inhomogeneous tone; coarse texture; low density;
 
uniform canopy. Furrows 10 inches deep spaced 1/3 cover and field-is divided by a line of bare
 
3 feet apart. Soil wet in furrows in parts of 

1 to 2 inches high, 10 to 15% leaf cover, thin 

soil perpendicular to FL;,furrows run parallel
 
the field, dry over most areas. Imperial, with FL.
 
silty clay.
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DIRECTION
 
MELONS
 
'F I E L D" 0 E S'C R I P T I 0 N PHOTO I T E R P R E T ATI 0 R
 
2 to 3 inches high, 5% leaf cover, thin uniform inhomogeneous tone; fine texture; low density,
 
canopy. Soil furrowed 8 inches deep spaced 3 very slight cover; furrows run parallel with FL;
 
feet apart. Hoist in furrows. Imperial, silty differential soil moisture pattern.
 
clay.
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DIRECTION
 
MELONS
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
3 to 4 inches high, 20% leaf cover, thin uniform itnhomogeneous tone; coarse texture; low density;
 
canopy. Furrows 8 inches deep spaced 3 feet 1)3 cover; furrows run parallel with FL.
 
apart.
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 
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1871-1883 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
__________ 
MELONS
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 
 PHOTO INTERPRETATIO
 
3 to 4 inches high, 20% leaf cover, thin uniform inhomogeneous tone; coarse texture; low density;

canopy.- Furrows 8-inches deep spaced 3 feet apart. 1/3 cover; furrows run parallel with Ft.
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FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO I NTERPRETAT ION
 
3 to 4 inches high. 30 to 50% leaf cover, thin inhomogeneous tone; coarse texture in areas of
 
variable canopy. Furrows 12 inches deep spaced higher growth, medium in areas where the crop is
 
3 feet apart. Soil wet, standing water. lower to. the ground; low density; nonuniform
 
Imperial. silty clay. cover; furrows run parallel with FL.
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MELONS
 
PHOT INTERPRETATION
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 

inhomogeneous tone; 
coarse texture; low density;
 
3 to 4 inches high, 30 to 50% leaf cover, thin furrows run parallel with FL; crop
 
coveris in a diagonal pattern, probably because
Furrows 12 inches deep spaced
variable canopy. ccover; oof subsurfaces  drainage pipesP  producing diagonal
 
3 feet apart. Soil dry. Imperial, light brown 

silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). striations of sparse cover.
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EMERGENT SORGHUM
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
FIELD DES CRI PTI10 H 

2 to 8 inches high, 2% leaf cover, thin uniform inhomogeneous tone; coarse texture; low density
 
Smooth surface, little cover (differential growth); furrows run
 canopy. 1 inch clods of soil. 

Soil dry. Imperial, light brown silty clay oarallel with FL.
 
(7.5YR 6/4). 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
EMERGENT SORGHUM
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
2 to 8 inches high, 2% leaf cover, thin uniform inhomogeneous tone, striated perpendicular to FL;
 
canopy, 1 inch clods of soil. Smooth surface, fine texture; low density; no cover; furrows run
 
Soil dry. Imperial, light brown silty clay parallel with FL.
 
(7.SYR 6/4).
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EMERGENT 'SORGHUM
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
FIELD DES CR1 PT 10 N 

2 to 8 inches high, 2% leaf cover, thin uniform inhomogeneous tone; coarse texture; low density;
 
canopy.) Inch clods of soil. Smooth surface, little cover; differential growth; furrows run
 
Soil dry. Imperial, light brown'silty clay parallel with FL.
 
(7.5YR 6/4).
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DIRECTION
 
EMERGENT SORGHUM
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO IHTERPRETATIO 
8 to 12 inches high, 5 to 10% leaf cover, thin tnhomogeneous tone; coarse texture; low density;
 
uniform canopy. 1 to 3 inch clods of soil. little cover; eastern 520 feet have slightly
 
Moderately rough surface. Soil dry. Imperial. more dense cover; furrows run perpendicular to FL.
 
light brown silty clay (7.SYR 6/4).
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
EMERGENT SORGHUM
 
FIEL D DESCRAIPT 10PHOTO INTERPRETATIOH 
10 to 12 inches high, 30 to 40% leaf cover, thin inhomogeneous tone; coarse texture; low density;
 
uniform canopy. 1 to 2 inch clods of soil, little cover; nonuniform differential growth,
 
Moderately rough surface. Soil dry. Imperial, furrows run perpendicular to FL.
 
light brown silty clay (7.SYR 5/4).
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OP POOR Q is
 
2017-2031 
 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
HEADED SORGHUM
 
FIELD DESCRI PTIONH PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
2 to 4 feet high. 90% leaf cover, uniform canopy, 
Light green heads, green to yellow leaves. Soil 
dry. Imperial, light brown sl1ty clay (7.5YR 6/4). 
homogeneous tone; medium texture; medium density; 
near total cover; furrows run perpendicular to FL. 
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DIRECTION
 
HEADED SORGHUM
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
40 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform 
canopy. Heads and leaves green. Soil wet. 
Imperial, silty clay. 
homogeneous tone except furrows are slightly
detectable; coarse texture; high density; total 
cover; furrows run parallel with FL. 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
EMERGENT SUGAR BEETS
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 
 PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
6 to 12 inches high, 90 to 95% leaf cover (5% homogeneous tone; medium texture; medium density;

weeds, 3 feet high), moderately thick uniform near total 
cover; furrows run perpendicular to FL.
 
canopy. Soil dry. Imperial, light brown silty
 
clay (7.5YR 6/4).
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______ 
THINNED "SUGAR BEETS
 
FIELD DESCRI PTIOH PHOTO 1HITE PRETATI0N
 
12 to 16 inches high (5 foot high crowns on homogeneous tone; medium texture; medium density;
 
plants), 80 to 100% leaf cover (5% crowns, 5% near total cover.
 
weeds), thick patchy canopy. Soil moist to dry.

Imperial, silty clay.
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2103-2147
 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
THINNED SUGAR BEETS
 
FIELD DESCRI PTIO PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
14 to 18 inches high, 80% leaf cover, moderately inhomogeneous tone; coarse texture; medium
 
thick patchy canopy. Crop ready for harvest, density; 2/3 cover; nonuniform differential
 
Soil dry. Imperial, liqht brown silty clay ripeninq; furrows run parallel with FL.
 
(7.5YR 6/4).
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTIOH
 
THINNED SUGAR BEETS
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
12 to 24 inches high (4 foot high crowns on homogeneous tone; medium texture; medium density;
 
plants), 95 to 100% leaf cover (1% crowns, total cover.
 
2% weeds), thick uniform canopy. Soil dry.
 
Imperial, light brown silty clay (7.SYR 6/4).
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
THINNED SUGAR BEETS
 
FIELD DESCRI PTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
12 to 24 inches high (4 foot high crowns on 
plants), 95% to 100% leaf cover (1% crowns, 2% 
weeds), thick uniform canopy. Soil wet. 
Imperial, silty clay. 
homogeneous tone; 
total cover. 
medium texture; medium density; 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
THINNED SUGAR BEETS
 
FIELD DESCRI PT 1O0 PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
12 to 36 inches high (4 foot high crowns on 
plants), 100% leaf cover (30% weeds), thick 
uniform canopy. Soil dry. Imperial, light 
brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). 
inhomogeneous tone; 
density; near total 
dicular to FL. 
coarse texture; medium 
cover; furrows run perpen­
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FLIGHT
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'MATURE SUGAR BEETS
 
F I E L D D E S C R I P'T IO N P H O T O I T E R P R E T A TI 0
 
24 to 30 inches high, 100% leaf cover (1% weeds), inhomogeneous tone, striated parallel with FL;
 
thick uniform canopy. Soil dry. Imperial, light coarse texture; medium density, near total cover;
 
brown silty clay (7.SYR 6/4). furrows run parallel with FL.
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HARVESTED SUGAR BEETS
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
harvested, 40% refuse lying on'surface. I to
 
6 inch clods of soil. Rough surface. Soil dry. inhomogeneous tone, striated parallel with FL;
 
mediu texture; bare soil; furrows running
Imperial, light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). parallel with FL.
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.DRCTON/ 

/2256-2281 
FLIGHT 
DIRECTION
 
HARVESTED SUGAR BEETS
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
harvested, 40 to 50% refuse lying on surface. homogeneous tone; medium texutre; bare soil;
 
6 inch clods of soil. Surface rough. Soil dry. furrows run parallel with FL.
 
Imperial, liqht brown silty clay (7.SYR 6/4).
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2282-2315
 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
HARVESTED SUGAR BEETS
 
PHOTO lERPR TATION
FIELD DESCRIPTION 

harvested, 40 to 50% refuse lying on surface,. homogeneous tone; medium texture; 
bare soil;
 
6 inch clods of soil. Rough surface. Soil dry. furrows run parallel with FL.
 
Imperial, light brown silty clay (7.SYR 6/4).
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DIRECTION
 
HARVESTED SUGAR BEETS
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
FIELD DESCRIPTION 

harvested. 40 to 50% refuse lying on surface. inhomogeneous tone; medium texture; bare soil;
 
50 to 60% bare soil. 6 inch clods of soil. three dark rows running perpendicular to FL may
 
Rough surface. Soil dry. Imperial, light brown be due to soil moisture; furrows run perpendicular
 
silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). to FL.
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
HARVESTED SUGAR. BEETS
 
FIELD DESCRI PTION PHOTO IHTERPRETATION 
harvested, 50% refuse lying on surface. 6 inch 
clods of soil. Surface rough. Soil dry. 
Imperial, liqht brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4) 
inhomogeneous tone striated parallel with FL, 
coarse texture; bare soil; furrows run parallel 
with FL 
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SUN ELEV 670 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUA'Y 
2361-2406
 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
HARVESTED SUGAR BEETS
 
FIELD DESCR I PTI OH PHOTO INTERPRETATI ON 
harvested, 50% bare soil, 50% dead ref use 6 to 
8 inch clods of soil Rough surface. Cattle 
grazing. Soil dry. Imperial, light brown silty 
clay (7.5YR 6/4). 
homogeneous tone but furrows are detectable and 
run perpendicular to FL; fine texture; bare soil; 
two very dark striations appear to be due to 
higher moisture content. 
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
HARVESTED, SUGAR BEETS
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
harvested, 50% bare soil, 50% dead refuse. 6 to 
3 inch clods of soil. Rough surface. Cattle 
grazing. Sol dry. Imperial, light brown silty
clay (7.5YR 6/4). 
inhomogeneous tone, striated perpendicular to FL; 
medium texture, bare soil; furrows run perpendic­
ular to FL. 
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O II A A E I 
SUNM ELEY 650 OF POOR QUALITY 
/2419-2432 

FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
BOOTED WHEAT
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
FIELD DESCRI PTION 

12 inches high, 70 to 80% leaf cover, moderately 	 homogeneous tone except furrows 
are detectable;
 
fine texture; high density; total cover; furrows
 thick uniform canopy. No heads. Soil dry. 

run parallel with FL.
Imperial, light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). 
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10:03 AM 5/16/75 
SUN ELEV = 650 
2433-2468 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
BOOTED WHEAT
 
F I E L D D E S C R I P I 0 N PHOTO I NTER P R ETA T IO N
 
12 to 14 inches high, 80 to 100% leaf cover, inhomogeneous tone; texture is differential
 
moderately thick patchy canopy. Heads not ranging from medium to coarse; density is
 
emerged, crop green. Soil wet. Imperial, differential ranging from medium to low; crop

silty clay. cover is in a diagonal pattern, probably caused
 
by subsurface drainage pipes producing stria­
tions of sparse cover; furrows run parallel with
 
FL.
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SUN ELEV = 700 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
2469-2485
 
./ 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
BOOTED" WHEAT
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
F I E L D DE SC R I PTION
 Inhomogeneous tone; texture is differential
 
12 to 14 inches high, 80 to 100% leaf cover, ranging from medium to coarse; density is
 
moderately thick patchy canopy. Heads not differential ranging from medium to low; crop
 
emerged, crop green. Soil wet. Imperial, 	 cover is in a diagonal pattern, probalby caused

silty clay. 	 by subsurface drainage pipes producing stria­
tions of sparse cover; furrows run parallel

.025 	 with FL.
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SUN ELEV = 700 
2486-2503
 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
BOOTED- WHEAT
 
F I E L D D E S C R I P T IO N P HO T O 1 H T E R P.R E T A TI 0 N
 
24 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform homogeneous with a slight detection of furrows;
 
canopy. Heads not emerged, crop green. Soil fine texture; high density; total cover; furrows
 
wet. Imperial, silty clay. run parallel with FL.
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2504-2526
 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
HEADED WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INT E PR TATIO N 
24 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform 
canopy. Heads 90% emerged and deep green. Soil 
dry. Imperial, light brown silty clay (7.5hYR 6/4). 
homogeneous tone; 
cover. 
no texture; high density; total 
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SUN ELEV = 660 
2527-2542
 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
HEADED WHEAT
 
FI ELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
24 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform homogeneous tone except furrohs are slightly
 
canopy. Heads 90% emerged and deep green. Soil detectable; no texture; total cover; furrows run
 
dry. Imperial. light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). parallel with FL.
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2543-2557
 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
HEADED WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
30 to 36 inches high, l00% leaf cover, thick uni- homogeneous tone, no texture; high density; total
 
form canopy. Heads fully emerged and green. cover.
 
Soil moist to dry. Imperial, silty clay.
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SUN ELEV = 670 
2558-2592
 / 
FLIGHT
 
OIRECTION
 
HEADED WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRI PTIO0 PHOTO I NTERPRETATION
 
36 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform homogeneous tone; no texture; high density; total
 
canopy. Heads fully emerged and deep green. cover; uniformly unripe.

Soil wet Imperial, silty clay.
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ORIGINAL PAGE is
 
OF POOR QIJALLY
 
2593-2626 
FLIGHIT
 
DIRECTION
 
HEADED WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO IHTERPRETATIOH
 
36 to 40 inches high, 100% leaf cover (3 to 4% homogeneous tone; no texture; high density;
 
weeds), thick uniform canopy. Heads fully total cover.
 
emerged and deep green. Soil wet. Imperial,
 
silty clay.
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DIRECTION
 
2578 
HEADED WHEAT
 
FIED 1 0O
F I E L D D E S EC R I P T DSCIPT~nPHOTOH  
 INTERPRETATION
 
36 to 40 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick 

H T 0 1 N T E R P R E T A T 1 0 N
 
homogeneous tone; no'texture; high density; total
uniform canopy. Heads fully emerged and green, 
 hoens
 
Soil dry. Imperial, light brown silty clay
(7.SYA 6/4). 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS
SUN ELEV 680 

OF POOR QUALITY 
26R-2678 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
HEADED WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
36 to 40 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick homogeneous tone; no texture; high density; total
 
uniform canopy. Heads fully emerged and deep cover.
 
green. Soil dry. Imperial, light brown silty
 
clay (7.5YR 6/4).
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SUN ELEV = 670 
2679-2717
 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
HEADED WHEAT
 
F I E L D DE S C R I P T I 0 N P H O T O 
INT E R P R E T ATI O N 
36 to 40 inches high. 100% leaf cover, thick 
uniform canopy. Heads fully emerged and deep 
green. Soil dry. Imperial. light brown silty 
clay (7.5hYR 6/4). 
homogeneous tone; 
total cover. 
no texture; high density; 
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OF POOR QUALIE 
2718-2753
 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
HEADED, WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRI PTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
36 to 40 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick homogeneous tone; no texture; high density;
 
uniform canopy. Heads fully emerged and green. total cover.
 
Soil wet. Imperial, silty clay.
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2754-2773
 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
HEADED WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
40 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform 
canopy. Heads fully emerged and green, stalks 
green. Soil very wet (muddy). Imperial, silty 
clay. 
homogeneous tone except furrows are slightly
detectable; texture is absent or fine; high 
density; total cover; furrows run parallel to FL. 
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ORIGINAL PAGE' IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
2774-2788
 
FLIGHT

DIRECTION
 
RIPENING WHEAT
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
inhomogeneous tone; texture is absent or fine;
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 
26 to 30 inches high, OO% leaf cover, thick 
 high density; total cover; nonuniform differ­
uniform canopy. Heads fully emerged and turning 

ential ripening; furrows run perpendicular to FL.
 green-yellow. Soil dry. Imperial, light brown 

silty clay (7.SYR 6/4).
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 / 
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DIRECTIOP
 
RIPENING; WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRI PT 
ION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
26 to 30 inches high, 90 to 100% leaf cover, inhomogeneous tone; texture is absent or fine;

moderately thick uniform canopy. Heads fully 
 high density; total cover; nonuniform differ­
emerged and turning yellow-green. Soil dry. ential ripening; furrows run perpendicular to
 
Imperial. light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). FL.
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITy 
2803-2817
 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
RIPENING 'WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
28 to 30 inches high, lO0% leaf cover (1 to 2% 
weeds), thick uniform canopy. Heads fully emerged 
and green, stalks green on top yellowing on bottom 
1/3 of stalk. Soil dry. Imperial. light brown 
silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). 
homogeneous tone; fine texture; high density; 
total cover; furrows run parallel with FL. 
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 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
_____ 
RIPENING WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRIPTI0N PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
28 to 30 inches high, 100% leaf cover (1 to 2% homogeneous tone with the exception of a grid of
 
weeds), thick uniform canopy. Heads fully emerged thin spots in what seems to be an irrigation
 
and green, stalks green on top yellowing on bottom pattern; texture is absent or fine; high density;
 
1/3 of stalk. Soil dry. Imperial, liqht brown near total cover; furrows run parallel with FL.
 
silty clay (7.5YR 6/4).
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SUN ELEV = 620
 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
/ 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
2851-2880 
RIPENING, WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATIO
 
30 inches high, 70 to 8O% 
leaf cover, moderately inhomogeneous tone; fine texture; high density;
thick uniform canopy. Heads fully emerged and total cover; differential ripening in a diagonal
 
turning yellow-green. Soil dry. Imperial, light 
 pattern probably caused by subsurface drainage
brown silty clay (7.5YR 614). 
 pipes.
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 / 
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DIRECTION
 
RIPENING WHEAT
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATIOH
FIELD DESCRIPTION 

homogeneous tone; fine texture; high density;
30 to 40 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick 

Heads fully total cover.
 
emerged turning yellow-green, stalks green.
 
Soil dry. Imperial, light brown silty clay
 
(7.5YR 6/4).
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SUN ELEV 8=6 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
 
OF POOR 'QUALITY 
2921-2943
 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
RIPENING WHEAT
 
FItLD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
30 to 40 inches high. 100% leaf cover, thick inhomogeneous tone; fine texture; high density;

uniform canopy (2 to 3% weeds). Heads fully total cover; nonuniform differential ripening

emerged turning yellow-green, stalks green. except the western 650 feet are uniformly more
 
Soil dry. Imperial. light brown silty clay ripe.
 
(7.5YR 6/4).
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29q-2967
 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
RIPENING WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRI PTI ON PH0T0 I NTERP RETAT 1ON
 
36 inches high, 95 to 100% leaf cover, thick homogeneous tone; medium texture; differential
 
uniform canopy. Heads fully emerged, heads and densities ranging from medium to high in alter­
stalks turning yellow-green. Soil dry. Imperial, nating rows; total cover; furrows run parallel
 
light brown silty clay (7.SVR 6/4). with FL.
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ORGGAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITy 
2968-3001
 
FLIGHT
DIREDTION
 
RIPENING WHEAT
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
FIELD DESCRIPTIDN 

36 inches high. 95 to 100% leaf cover, thick homogeneous tone; medium texture; slightly
uniform canopy. Heads fully emerged, heads differential density ranging from medium to
 
and stalks turning yellow-green. Soil dry. high in alternating rows; total cover; furrows
 
Imperial,,light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). run -------- ..
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/ 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
3002-3036 
RIPENING WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRIPTIO PH OT INTERPRETATION 
36 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform 
canopy (2 to 5% weeds). Heads fully emerged and 
Just beginning to turn green-yellow. Soil dry. 
Imperial, light brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). 
inhomogeneous tone; fine texture; high density; 
near total cover; slight nonuniform, differential 
ripening; furrows run 'parallel with FL. 
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DIRECTION
 
RIPENING WHEAT
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 FIELD DESCRIPTION 

homogeneous tone with the exception of a spot

uniform canopy. high, 100% leaf cover, thick budr e pt oli
treen. n ml fbr
36 t  40 inches Heads fully emerged and feet diameter near the western 
(Heads just beginning to yellow slightly.) boundary and a few small 
Soiad byown silhtly what seems to be an Irrigation pattern; texture 
Soil dry. Imperial, light brown silty clay 
unifor o py. es fugh,emfvered andgrcen, spots of bare soil In
lly of bare soil (65 

is either absent or fine and coarse around the
 
(7.5YR 6/4). bare soil area; high density with the exception
 
of the bare soil area; near total cover; uniformly
 
unr-ipe; -furrows run-parallel--with-FL-.
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SUN ELEV = 690 
3055-3074
 
/ 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
RIPENING WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
36 to 40 inches high. 100% leaf cover, thick homogeneous tone; texture is absent or fine,
 
uniform canopy. Heads fully emerged and green. becoming medium at field edges; high density;
 
(Heads just beginning to yellow slightly.5 uniformly unripe; furrows run parallel with FL.
 
Soil dry. Imperial light brown silty.)cly
 
(7.SYR 6/4).
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3075-3097
 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
RIPENING WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
36 to 40 inches high, 1OO% leaf cover, thick inhomogeneous tone; medium texture; high density;
 
variable canopy (some areas of wheat lying near total cover; differential nonuniform
 
over). Heads fully emerged and turning green- ripening; furrows run perpendicular to FL.
 
yellow, stalks green. Soil dry. Imperial,
 
light brown silty clay (7.SYR 6/4).
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 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
RIPENING WHEAT
 
FIEILD D ESCRIPTION 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
36 to 40 inches high. l00% leaf cover, thick Inlomogeneots tone; fine texture; high density; 
variable canopy (crop Is-lying over in some areas). 
Heads fully emerged and turning green-yellow. 
stalks green. Soil dry. Imperial, light brown 
silty clay (7.SYR 6/4). 
total cover, differential nonuniform ripening. 
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3115-3135 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
RIPENING WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATIOH 
36 to 40 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick 
uniform canopy. Heads fully emerged and turning 
green-yellow. Soil moist to wet. Imperial, 
silty clay. 
inhomogeneous tone; fine texture; high density; 
total cover; differential ripening in diagonal 
line pattern probably caused by subsurface 
dralnage pipes. 
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RIPENING WHEAT
 
FIELD OESCRI PT 10flPHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
36 to 40 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick inhomogeneous tone; texture is differential,
 
variable canopy (crop is lying over in some areas) ranging from fine to medium; medium density; near
 
Heads fully emerged and turning green-yellow, total cover, differential ripening; furrows run
 
stalks green. Soil dry. Imperial, light brown parallel with FL.
 
silty clay (7.SYR 6/4).
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FLIGHT
 
DIRECTI OH
 
3168-3188 
RIPENING WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRI PTION PHOTO I TERPRETATION
 
36 to 40 Inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uni- homogeneous tone; fine texture; high density,
 
form canopy. Heads fully emerged and green-yellow, however, slightly differential in rows; total
 
stalks green-yellow. Soil dry. Imperial, light cover; furrows run parallel with FL.
 
brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4).
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3189-3201
 / 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
RIPENING, WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRI PTION PHOTO INTERPRETATI0N 
36 to 40 inches high. 10g% leaf cover, thick inhomogeneous tone; texture is absent or fine;
 
uniform canopy. Heads fully emerged and turning high density; total cover; differential nonuniform
 
yellow-green, stalks yellow-green. Soil wet ripening.
 
(standing water). Imperial, silty clay.
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3202-323 1 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
RIPENING WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
36 to 40 inches, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform 
canopy. Heads fully emerged and yellow to yellow-
green, stalks green. Soil dry. Imperial, light 
brown silty clay (7.5YR 6/4). 
inhomogeneous tone; fine texture and areas of 
lodged grain have no texture; high density; 
total cover; small scattered areas of lodged 
grain. 
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DIRECTION
 
RIPENING, WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRI PTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
40 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform inhomogeneous tone; texture is absent in lodged
 
canopy. Heads fully emerged with slight yellow- areas and fine in standing areas; high density;
 
iAg, stalks green. Soll very wet (muddy). near total cover; large areas of lodged grain;
 
Imperial, silty clay. furrows run parallel with FL.
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ORIGINAL PAGE 18 
OFPWOR QUALITY 
3254-3269
 
FLIGHT
 
DIRECTION
 
RIPENING' WHEAT
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATIOH
 
fine texture; high density;
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 

40 to 48 inches high, lo% leaf cover, thick homogeneous tone; 

total cover; slight differential ripening; furrows
uniform canopy. Heads fully emerged and turning 

green-yellow. Soil dry. Imperial, light brown run parallel with FL.
 
silty clay (7.5YR 6/4).
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RIPENING WHEAT
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION 

48 inches high. 100% leaf cover, thick homogeneous tone; fine texture; high density;
40 to 

uniform canopy. Heads fully emerged and total cover; slight nonuniform dfferential
 
turning green-yellow. Soil dry. Imperial, 
 ripening.
 
light brown silty clay (7.SYR 6/4).
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RIPE WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRI PTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION
 
30 inches high, 90 to 95% leaf cover, thick inhomogeneoustone; high density; total cover;
 
uniform canopy. Heads fully emerged, heads and field becomes uniformly more ripe westward and
 
stalks yellow. Soil wet. Imperial, silty clay 
 grain in furrows remains unripe; furrows run
 
parallel with FL.
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RIPE WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATIOH
 
30 inches high, 100% leaf cover, thick uniform inhomogeneous tone; fine texture; high density;
 
canopy. Heads fully emerged and turning green- near total cover, nonuniform differential
 
yellow. Soil very wet, some standing water, ripening (high contrast); furrows run parallel
 
Imperial, silty clay. with FL.
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RIPE WHEAT
 
FIELD DESCRIPTION PHOTO INTERPRETATION 
36 to 40 inches, g0 to 100% leaf cover, thick 
uniform canopy. Crop very yellow and dry (ready 
for harvest). Soil dry. Imperial, light brown 
silty clay (7.SYR 6/4). 
homogeneous tone; fine texture; high density; 
total cover; uniformly ripe; furrows run perpen­
dicular to FL. 
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_____ 
_____ 
RIPE WHEAT
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
FIELD' DESCRIPTION 

leaf cover, thick inhomogeneous tone; fine texture; high density,
36 to 40 inches high, 100 
 total cover; field is uniformly ripe except

uniform canopy. Heads fully emerged and mostly 
 grain In furrows is unripe; furrows run perpen­yellow to yellow-green. Soil wet. Imperial, 
 dicular to FL.

silty clay. 
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RIPE WHEAT
 
PHOTO INTERPRETATION
FIELD DESCRIPTION 

(2% weeds), inhomogeneous tone; coarse texture, nonuniform
 40 to 45 inches high, 100% leaf cover 

thick uniform canopy. Heads fully emerged and differential density ranging from high to medium;
 
near total cover with a few scattered sparse areas:
 yellow, stalks green. Soil moist. Imperial, 
 nonuniform differential ripening; furrows run
silty clay, 
 perpendicular 
to FL.
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Appendix A. INSTRUMENTATION AND CALIBRATION
 
The aircraft instrument system used to collect high
 
resolution spectra employs a Princeton Applied Research
 
"Optical Multichannel Analyzer" (OMA) (Princeton Applied
 
Research Corp., 1975), which drives a silicon vidicon
 
detector coupled to a Jarrel-Ash .33 meter spectrometer,
 
and a computer-compatible tape recorder (Figure A-1). Col­
lecting optics image a ground target on the entrance slit
 
of the Ebert design spectrometer. Radiation through the
 
slit is collimated, dispersed by a grating, and refocused
 
on the vidicon raster. The vidicon samples the spectrum
 
on the detector in 500 wavelength intervals at the rate of
 
64 microseconds per channel and 32 milliseconds per frame.
 
The detector output is amplified at the sensor, then sent
 
to the A/D converter and digital processing. Digital data
 
are stored in memory 1 where up-to 104 scans can be summed.
 
Spectral data in memory 1 are read out in real time on the
 
display scope, and summed data are dumped into an inter­
face built to automatically control the system. The
 
interface recycles the OMA and sensor while dumping the
 
summed data into a computer formatted eight track magnetic
 
tape recorder. The interface monitors data going on tape
 
for errors, and it triggers a 35 mm ground truth camera on
 
every tenth spectrum going to tape. Table A-i correlates
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Figure A-i. Schematic diagram of the
 
airborne instrument system. Radiation
 
through the front optics is dispersed
 
by the spectrometer and refocused on
 
the vidicon. The vidicon ra ter for­
mat is shown in the inset diagram. An­
alog signals from the detectors are sent
 
to the electronics package for proces­
sing and recording.
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TABLE A-I. FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE AIRBORNE INSTRUMENT
 
INTERNALLY PROGRAMMED OPERATION
 
Time Domain Procedure Data Material
 
0 
64 micros'ec. vertically scan 
channel 
one one 13.96A wide 
spectral channel 
32 m sec. sweep one vidicon one spectrum to 
frame of 500 memory 1 
channels 
320 m sec. sum up 10 frames one averaged 
in memory 1 spectrum 
3 x 32 m sec. memory 1 data IBM one averaged 
formatted and spectrum on tape 
recorded on tape 
10 x 416 m sec. camera triggered one ground truth 
every 10th spectrum photograph 
The operator gives the start signal at the beginning of a
 
flight line and the sequence of events and timing are carried
 
out with automatic recycling until the operator gives the stop
 
signal.
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the time domain procedure with the data format. The
 
entire system functions continuously and automatically
 
a .o ng-*a-n- a1-rcr aft ft ig-h Ti n e.
 
The silicon target of the vidicon detector is a
 
microscopic array of photodiodes spaced 811 between centers
 
and read out by an electron beam 2 01 in diameter. A
 
spectrum displayed on the vidicon raster is dispersed
 
along the horizontal x-axis, or frame sweep dimension, of
 
the detector (inset in Figure A-l).Each of 500 "mono­
chromatic" channels in a frame is read out by a vertical
 
line scan of 64 microseconds and output serially. The
 
line scan is electronically chopped to remove dark cur­
rent, which is read on the lower half of the raster where
 
no signal is applied.
 
In the usual mode, photoelectric detectors, such as
 
those used in LANDSAT, respond to radiant flux as a function
 
F(x,y,t) of the spatial coordinates on the detector surface
 
and time 
-
S(t) = f fZ F(x,y,t) dx dy Ecounts-t ] (I) 
where S(t) is the digitized detector signal at the time t
 
of the readout integrated over the detector surface E.
 
The photodiodes in a vidicon detector are storage devices
 
responding to total energy incident between readouts. The
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time relationships are lost, 
but the spatial relations can
 
be preserved according to 
the scan mode used. The output
 
signal of the OMA detector electronics can be written
 
S(x) =0I -I]  F(x,y,t) dt dy [countsch (2)
y,Ax
 
where T is the readout interval. The line scan integrates
 
the total energy incident between readouts, 32 msec., over
 
the chromatic image of the spectrometer entrance slit
 
focused on a 2.5 mm by 2 511detector element. Spectral
 
information is preserved in 500 intervals in Ax along the
 
frame sweep but spatial variables in each chromatic image
 
are integrated 
over the line scan area Ey,Ax. The vidicon
 
system, functioning as a parallel input device, achieves
 
considerable gain in sensitivity and simplicity of design
 
over serial 
input devices using radiant flux detectors.
 
Parallel optical input is the essential design element in
 
the present application. It permits high spectral resolu­
tion measurements in 500 bands to 
be made in real time, and
 
equally important, the simple design affords reliable
 
operation from a light, inexpensive aircraft.
 
The instrument package consists of an electronics
 
rack and the sensor, together weighing about 123 
kilograms.
 
It is flown in a light airplane at 610 meters above the
 
terrain with the sensor looking vertically at the ground
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along the flight path. The instantaneous field of view is
 
18 meters by 1.8 meters (F'igure A-2). The shape is determined
 
by the rectan-gula-r, dtmen.si-on-s. o-f- t-he s-pectrometer--ent-ra-nce 
The long axis of the field of view is fixed perpendi­slit. 

sweeps is recorded on tape and later averaged to 

cular to the flight direction. Ten spectra, or frame sweeps, 
are summed over .32 seconds corresponding to 18 meters of 
aircraft motion along the ground track. The sum of ten frame 
obtain the 
spectral response integrated over an 18 meter square field 
of view. In the cycle of add ten frames - dump to tape ­
start new summation, three frames are skipped. Blocks of 
data on tape in 500 spectral bands correspond to consecutive
 
18 meters square integrated target areas along the flight
 
path with about 5 meters of spacing between. Ground truth
 
photographs taken every 10th dump to tape have about 60 per­
cent overlap.
 
Instrument Calibration
 
Aircraft spectral measurements in 500 ,channels per
 
spectrum are calibrated to convert recorded digital data
 
from the instrument in counts per channel to apparent
 
radiance per one nanometer interval. Calibration measure­
ments are made in the laboratory before the instrument is
 
installed on the aircraft for a series of survey flights and
 
again after it returns. The absolute calibration relates
 
aircraft measurements to a standard lamp. One calibration
 
is applied to all measurements in a single flight line in
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INSTANTANEOUS-

FIELD OF VIEW 
10 FRAME SWEEPS 
(1 SPECT) TO TAPE 
Figure A-2. Survey procedure. Spectral
 
measurements are integrated over consec­
utive 18-meter-square areas along the
 
ground track and recorded on tape. Flight

lines are arranged to transect targets
 
of interest.
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order to preserve the separation of inherent inaccuracies
 
of the absolute calibration from the precision of relative
 
mea-s-uremwft al'ong-the flight line. Precision among
 
spectral measurements in a flight 1ine is affected by
 
error in wavelength-channel correlation, caused by drift
 
in grating position due to mechanical and temperature
 
induced strain; drift in sensor electronics and detector
 
sensitivity, mainly a function of temperature variation;
 
and microphonics in the optical and vidicon systems. The
 
drift due to temperature variations are small over a flight
 
line of 2 to 3 minutes duration, and optical noise is con­
trolled by careful design and construction. The precision
 
over a flight line will be much better than the accuracy of
 
absolute calibrations. The absolute calibrations will be
 
affected by those factors affecting the precision only over
 
much greater time periods and ranges in temperature.
 
Absolute calibrations are also dependent on the accuracy
 
and precision of the calibration source and laboratory
 
conditions and procedures. The radiation standard used is
 
an ISCO current regulated tungsten lamp (Instrumentation
 
Specialties Com'pany, Inc., n.d.) calibrated against a
 
National Bureau of Standards lamp. Measurements made after
 
the flight are compared with those taken at the same instru­
ment settings before the flight. These 'are compared to
 
determine drift in responsivity over the flight period.
 
Calibration of the flight data is done in the after flight
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calibration simulating instrument settings and temperatures
 
at the time of the field measurements for each set of
 
instrumentation circumstances.
 
The signal output of the instrument can be broken
 
down, disregardin-g field effects, as a function of the mean
 
spectral radiance of the target and the instrument factors.
 
Radiant energy through the system is affected by the
 
optical properties of each component in the collecting
 
optics and in the dispersing device before it reaches the
 
detector element. At the detector, the efficiency of the
 
photon to electric signal conversion is a function of
 
wavelength, position on the detector surface, and angle
 
from the normal of incident radiation. The analog electro­
nic signal produced at the detector is processed through
 
several stages of amplification in which amplifier gains
 
modify the signal before it is digitized. All of the
 
instrument factors combined determine the radiance respon­
sivity RN of the total system at the time of the measure­
ment. The amplified and digitized output signal SI of the 
instrument can be written 
Sl = fLA TNX(A)RN(x)dX [counts] (3) 
for each channel of a spectral measurement.
 
The spectral response of each instrument component can
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be assumed constant over the narrow.wavelength AX of an 
instrument channel. The output signal by channel can be 
wr-i-tten i-n s-impli--ied f-o-rm wi-th all iTn-ttfum nt parameters 
included: 
S I = Nx T TO TF EG RD Ax [counts]. (4) 
The throughput T, as already discussed, includes the geo­
metric factors that determine the field\of view Q' and the
 
effective area A of the entrance aperture. Included in T
 
is the f-stop, or aperture stop, setting of the collecti'ng
 
optics used during the field observation'.- The transmittance
 
of the optical train T0 includes all lenses, mirrors, and
 
the detector window. Spectral transmission properties of
 
all filters used for each observation are included in the
 
term TF , and EG is the spectral efficiency of the grating
 
for non-polarized light. The detector response RD is
 
strongly dependent on wavelength, position on the light
 
sensitive surface, and angle of incidence. To compensate
 
for this as much as possible, the grating is set with a
 
frequency standard to position the spectrum on the vidicon'
 
detector as it was in the field measurement.
 
An instrument transfer function can be defined for
 
each specific optical configuration:
 
I
C= [T r0 T'F EG RD Ax]- [counts'w- lcmZ sr-ch.]. (5) 
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A set of instrument functions 
for each of the 500 channels
 
is calculated for every combination of f-stop, filters, and
 
grating position used in the field observations. The
 
instrument function can be calculated from Equation (4):
 
= S [counts-.w 1 cm 2 .sr-ch.] (6) 
where N is the radiance of a white diffusing plate irra­
diated by the ISCO lamp of known radiant intensity. Field 
measurements are calibrated from 
- I ]  N = ST Cx [wcm- 2.sr- .ch. (7) 
where N' is the apparent radiance of a target, ST is the
 
recorded signal for the target, and C is the channel by
 
channel transfer function for the specific instrument con­
figuration. The spectral curves for the lamp measurement,
 
the transfer functions, and the resultant calibrated lamp
 
spectrum calculated from Equation (7) are shown in Figure A-3.
 
The baseline (amplifier bias) is subtracted from the 
curves
 
as it is in all the data.
 
Frequency calibration is accomplished using a krypton
 
emission line spectral lamp (Figure A-4). The peaks of
 
known wavelength can be located within 0.2 channels on the
 
instrument display scope in real time. The channel width
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Figure A-3. True spectral curve of the 
ISCO calibration lamp (solid line) cal­
culated as the product of the measured 
spectrum and the instrument function 
curve. The instrument function curve 
was determined from a similar measured 
spectrum of the calibration lamp. 
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Figure A-4. Emission lines of a kryp­
ton gas lamp. Location and spacing of 
the lines of precisely-known frequencies 
are used in determining the instrument 
channel width and wavelength scale. 
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is calculated from the number of channels between the
 
various peaks of known frequency. The channel width,
 
0+ 0
 
13 .96A -_.02-5A is -d-e-te-rm4-ned- by t-he- -grat-ing di-sp-r-s-iit and 
the spectrometer focal length. A 72 grooves per millimeter 
0 
grating disperses the wavelength interval from 4000A to
 
0
 
11O00A over 12.5 mm in the system spectrometer that has
 
been modified to approximately .1 meter focal length. A
 
split filter is placed in front of the detector to eliminate
 
0 0 
second order effects between 7000A and l000A. The low 
dispersion grating gives a very even wavelength distribu­
tion across the detector. Error translated to the end 
0
 
channels due to uneven dispersion is 6.25A, less than half
 
a channel. Frequency alignment is made by positioning the
 
0
 
7601A krypton peak on channel 250. Field calibration for
 
grating setting is obtained from the position of the atmos­
0
 
pheric oxygen absorption band centered at 7605A. This
 
absorption band is inherent in every field spectrum, allow­
ing accurate monitoring of wavelength setting in the field
 
data.
 
The field of view was mapped using a light source
 
through a small aperture at 61 meters from the sensor. It
 
is 15 milliradians in the long slit dimension and 1.5
 
milliradiansin the slit width direction. The system
 
linearity with change in intensity measures I percent using
 
calibrated neutral density filters and the ISCO lamp. The
 
detector and amplifier RMS noise, looking at a series of
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recorded reference baselines (front lens covered), is h1
 
count in the accumulate ten scans mode. Most target
 
measurement signals a-re between 100 and 700 counts per scan.
 
The signal to noise ratio is greater than j00:1 in most
 
cases. The maximum dynamic range is 750. The lag in
 
response to signal change on the accumulate 10 scans mode
 
was measured by repeatedly opening and closing the aperture
 
while looking at a strong light source. The signal rises
 
to within 12 percent of the maximum in the first recorded
 
spectrum on opening the lens, and the signal drops to 17
 
percent of the last signal on closing off the front lens.
 
The slow response time must be considered in planning
 
flight lines and interpreting the data.
 
There is a maximum spectral standard deviation of 5.5
 
percent in calibration measurements made before and after
 
the two aircraft fli-ghts to Nevada. The apparent drift
 
in sensitivity can be traced mainly to temperature effects
 
and frequency misalignment among measurements. The maximum
 
standard deviation in sensitivity between the normal operat­
ing ranges of 150C to 27°C is t3.5 percent in the blue
 
spectral region (Figure A-5). There is a possible I channel
 
absolute error in reproducing the grating settings as they
 
were in the field. The oxygen absorption band is checked
 
in every flight line, and the relative wavelength drift is
 
always less than 1/2 channel. A drift of one channel can
 
cause up to 2.5 percent standard deviation in the spectral
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Figure A-5. Percent standard deviation 
as a function of wavelength among all 
before- and after-flight calibration 
lamp measurements. The three lower 
curves indicate measurement variation 
as temperature, frequency setting, and 
lamp current were varied under controlled 
laboratory conditions. The noise at 
7000A is the edge effect of the split
filter for eliminating second-order over­
lap. 
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measurements. There is a possible error of the same amount
 
due to lamp current adjustment error. The other sources
 
of error, calibration lamp aging and electronics drift,
 
have not been monitored.
 
The precision among all data collected /will be on the
 
order of the error discussed above. Drift in sensitivity
 
over lamp measurements of 2 to 5 minutes, however, is less
 
than - percent. This should also be the precision of the
 
data within a flight line. Most of the error in the
 
relative calibrations from one flight line to another over
 
long time periods would be removed by on-board calibration.
 
The accuracy, or absolute calibration has the added error
 
of the calibrated light source. The manufacturer's estimate
 
on that is 5 to 10 percent (Instrumentation Specialties
 
Company, Inc.) relative to the NBS standard.
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Appendix B. SITE AND MISSION
 
Site
 
The data presented in this document were collected in 
Imperial County, California (33 N 115 W). This county, 
which encompasses nearly three million acres (1.5 million 
hectares), is bordered .by Riverside County (north), the 
Colorado River (east), Mexico (south), and San Diego County 
(west).
 
The county can be described as comprised of two parts:
 
the western two-thirds, dominated by a broad structural
 
trough having a NNW-SSE axis; and the eastern one-third,
 
where the broad, gently-sloping alluvial fans from the
 
Chocolate Mountains meet the floodplain of the Colorado.
 
The trough in the western part of the county contains
 
Colorado River sediments, and alluvium from the Chocolate
 
Mountains and the California Coastal Range. The Salton Sea
 
is in the center of the trough. Old Lake Cahuilla, nbw dry,
 
is also in the center of the trough, and contains irrigated
 
farmland which comprises the site locations.
 
Elevations in the Imperial County range from 71 meters
 
below sea level to more than 1200 meters above sea level.
 
Irrigation occurs only at -elevations below 75 meters.
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The climate of Imperial County is dry with hot
 
summers and cool winters. Average rainfall is
 
approximately 3 inches per year, of which about
 
half falls in high intensity summer showers and
 
about half in g.ente w-i.nt-er ra--ns. 
Day temperatures rise above l0pF almost every
 
day, May through October, dropping to the low
 
60's at night. Mean temperatures over a 50-year
 
period at Imperial are 52.9 for January, 91.2 for
 
July, 71.5 for the year.
 
Average annual humidity is about 30 percent and
 
is often higher in July and August.
 
Highest evapotranspiration takes place during
 
the period June through September. Consumptive
 
use in this period is about one-third of an inch
 
per day (USDA, 1967).
 
This study specifically focused on two sites of irri­
gated agricultural land in the Cahuilla dry lake, Imperial
 
Valley, California. One site is located in the southern
 
part of the county near the town of Calexico, while the
 
other is located in 'the eastern-central portion of the
 
county (Figure B-i). Together, they encompass approximately
 
3,840 acres or 1500 hectares of crop land. The crop types
 
include both continuous-cover crops, such as alfalfa, wheat
 
and barley, and row crops, such as sugar beets, melons, as­
paragus, carrots, sorghum and cotton. Crop distribution for
 
the two sites is presented for each date of data collection
 
in Figures B-2 and B-3.
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Imperial County, California. 
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Figure B-2. Fields in site 1 for whi-ch 
spectra are included in the Atlas, la­
beled by crop type: A=alfalfa, B=bare 
soil, C=carrots, CO=cotton, M=melons, 
S=sorghum, SB=sugar beets, W=wheat. 
Lower case letters are used to denote 
September crop when it differs from-
May crop., 
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Figure B-3. in site 2 for which.Fields 
spectra are included in the Atlas, la­
beled by crop type: A=alfalfa, AS=aspar­
agus, B=bare soil, BA=barley, CO=cotton,

M=melons, S=sorghum, SB=sugar beets, W=
 
wheat. Lower case letters are used to
 denote September crop when it differs
 
from May crop.
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Mission
 
Spectroradiometer data and 35 mm color photography
 
wer-e-simu-t-an-eou-so-y 1-toitte4 fYdm -a-twin-engineAero Com­
mander at an altitude of 610 meters above local terrain. 
These flights were flown east-west, as shown in Figures B-4 
and B-5. Site 1 was covered by ten flight lines approximate­
ly 5 miles (8km) in length. Site 2 was covered by eleven
 
east-west flight lines, ten approximately 4 miles (6.5 km)
 
long and one approximately 1 mile (1.6 km). Not all flight
 
lines were flown on all missions, and some were flown twice
 
on the same mission (Table B-1).
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Figure B-4. Flight lines for site 1.
 
Each flight line is approximately 5 miles
 
(8 km) in length. Not all flight lines
 
were flown on all missions, and some
 
were flown twice on the same mission.
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Figure B-5. Flight lines for site 2.
 
Ten of the flight lines are approximately
 
4 miles (6.5 km) in length; the other one
 
is approximately 1 mile (1.6 km) in length.
 
Not all flight lines were flown on all
 
missions, and some were flown twice on the
 
same mission.
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TABLE B-i. MISSIONS OVER IMPERIAL VALLEY TEST SITES, 1975
 
Site Date Time (Duration) Flight Linesa 
2 5/15/75 9:28 AM - 10:42 AM 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 
21 , 30, 31, 132A 
1 5/16/75 9:54 AM - 11:03 AM 1, 3b , 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 
1 5/20/75 10:55 AM - 11:10 AM 7, 9 
2 5/20/75 11:15 AM - 11:25 AM 14 
1 9/23/75 11:19 AM - 11:30 AM 3,4 
2 9/23/75 10:26 AM - 10:37 AM 19, 20, 21 
2 9/23/75 11:42 AM - 11:50 AM 21 
aSee Figures B-4 and B-5. 
bCollected twice. 
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Appendix C. GROUND OBSERVATIONS
 
Ground truth was collected by GISS, Columbia and Dart­
mouth personnel on the same day as the overflights. Ground
 
data were taken using standard windshield survey techniques
 
accompanied by ground assessment in each field to determine
 
irrigation state, crop, crop height and density, and overall
 
field condition. These data were augmented by discussion
 
with and participation of local USDA personnel as well as in­
terested farmers who volunteered information and assistance.
 
Also, Imperial Irrigation District provided extensive support­
ing data on crops, crop calendars and irrigation status.
 
In addition to these direct observations, baseline soil
 
data have been extracted from the General Soil Map and Re­
port, Imperial County, California (USDA, 1967). These data
 
elements include soil type, soil texture, and soil color for
 
the Ap horizon. Soil color is given in the Munsell notation
 
when the soil is reported dry.
 
Reference
 
U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service.
 
Report for General Soil Map, Imperial County, California.
 
El Centro, California, 1967.
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Appendix D. PHOTO INTERPRETATION.SUPPORT
 
Photo interpretation of the 35 mm color aerial photo­
graphy collected concurrently with the spectroradiometer
 
data was performed for.the purpose of supporting and
 
clarifying the spectroradiometer data, and also to supple­
ment the ground observations by uncovering broad and
 
extensive patterns which were unrecognizable in ground
 
field work.
 
An intensive interpretation was performed on
 
individual fields using 35 mm (strip) color transparencies
 
at a scale of 1:20,000. These strips were acquired
 
simultaneously with the spectroradiometric data. The
 
coverage of the fields 'encompassed 840 frames with approx­
imately 60% overlap. Bausch and Lomb Zoom 240 optical
 
equipment was utilized with varying magnifications, ranging
 
from 4 to 7.5X, according to the image characteristic under
 
examination. Each field was classified using the image
 
characteristics, t'one, texture, density, cover, crop status
 
and furrow direction '(see Table 2, Chapter 1).
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When examining tone, fields were classified according 
to their homogeneity. If the tone was interrupted because 
of contrast d.ue to ri-peni-ng, -vi-s-i-il-ty of- bare soil 
areas, soil moisture patterns, or any other crop condition,
 
the field was graded inhomogeneous.
 
Texture results from differential height in the crop.
 
For example, a coarse texture is present when growth is
 
sporadic, harvesting is in progress, or when a crop, such
 
as melons, is in an early growth phase and height differ­
ence between the clusters of plants and bare soil is large.
 
Texture is absent or fine when the crop has smooth and
 
uniform cover, or when the field contains bare soil. In
 
those fields where texture was differential, the range was
 
specified and exceptions were mentioned.
 
Both density and cover are descriptions of the amount
 
of soil that is visible in the field, however, it is quite
 
possible for a crop to have total cover but medium density,
 
for example. To clarify the difference between terms,
 
density is basically the number of plants per unit area
 
and describes the thickness of the crop and how closely
 
planted it is. Crop cover is more a description of the
 
growth stage and vigor of the crop. If a crop is stressed,
 
the cover can be spotty and discontinuous while a healthy
 
(unstressed) crop will tend to have total or near total
 
cover. Likewise, newly planted crops have very low cover
 
while mature crops tend to have total cover.
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The classification of furrow direction 
was very
 
straightforward. 
 The furrows either 
ran parallel or
 
perpendicular to 
the flight line. However, the term
 
"furrow" should 
be further defined since it is used
 
loosely to refer not 
only to furrows but also 
to crop rows
 
and irrigation control 
ridges in continuous-cover crops.
 
In some fields, the crop density was 
so high that-the
 
furrows were not visible. In these cases, 
no mention was
 
made of their direction.
 
Any unusual pattefn"or conditions fell 
under the
 
crop status category. These included such things 
as
 
ripening stages, and irrigation, growth, 
or soil moisture
 
patterns. The location or 
size of these patterns was
 
identified in terms 
of ground distance and proximity to
 
field boundaries. 
 Also, the possible reasons 
for unusual
 
conditions 
were often mentioned.
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APPENDIX E. ADDITIONAL DATA PRODUCTS
 
The spectra used in compiling this Atlas are available
 
on computer-compatible digital tape (CCT) for more detailed
 
analys'is. The digital tape iicludes coded information ob­
tained from the ground observations and photo interpretation,
 
in addition to the spectral radiances.
 
The CCT contains a total of 3458 records. Each record
 
represents one spectral observation and is 844 bytes long
 
(1 byte = 8 bits), consisting of a 24 byte ancillary data
 
field followed by an 820 byte field containing the spectral
 
radiances. The format of each record is shown in Table E-1.
 
Simultaneously acquired overlapping color aerial photo­
graphic coverage of areas where spectra were obtained is a­
vailable at a scale of 1:20,000 on 35 mm positive transparen­
cies at reproduction cost.
 
For further information on availability of data, con­
tact Dr. Stephen G. Ungar, NASA, Institute for Space Studies,
 
2880 Broadway, New York, New York 10025.
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TABLE E-1, BINARY RECORD FORMAT
 
Byte Information
 
1-24 Ancillary data*
 
1-2 No. of first spectrum in set (16 bit in-tegert
 
3-4 --N. of Tast spectrum in set (16 bit integer)
 
5-6 No. of spectrum representing set (16 bit integer)
 
7 
 Month
 
8 Day
 
9 Hour
 
10 Minutes
 
11 Sun elevation (degrees)'
 
12 Crop code: 00=alfalfa; 01=asparagus; 02=bare soil;
 
03=barley; 04=carrots; 05=cotton; 06=melons;
 
07=sorghum;08=sugar beets; 09=wheat
 
13 Growth stage code: 00=emergent; 01=booted;
 
02=headed; 03=thinned; 04=maturing; 05=mature;
 
06=ripening; 07=ripe; 08=harvested
 
14 Height, lower limit (cm)
 
15 Height, upper limit (cm)
 
16 Percent crop cover
 
17 Soil moisture code: O0=wet ; 01=dry
 
18 Tone code: Q0=homogeneous; 01=inhomogeneous
 
19 Texture code: 0O=none or absent; 01=fine;
 
02=medium; 03=coarse; 04=differential
 
20 Density code: O0=bare soil; 01=low; 02=medium;
 
03=high; 04=differential
 
21 Cover code: O0=bare soil; 01=little; 02=one-third;
 
03=two-thirds; 04=near total; 05=total;
 
06=nonuniform
 
22 Furrow direction code: 0O=parallel to flightline;
 
01=perpendicular to flightline
 
23-24 Fill bytes
 
2.5844 Spectral radiances (2 bytes or 16 bits per channel)**
 
*This segment of each record is descriptive of the spectra­
set to which the recorded spectrum belongs. When information
 
is not available, the byte is set to integer value 255.
 
**Reflected energy is recorded for 410 channels in uniformly
 
spaced integer levels from 0 to 10000 representing 0.0 to
 
0.025 mw-cm'2 sr-1.nm -I . The first channel is centered at
 
426.86 nanometers. Channel widths are 1.396 nm.
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